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QUERY RUNTIME ESTIMATION USING 
STATISTICAL QUERY RECORDS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The subject matter described herein relates to estimating 
the resource consumption of a computer-based data query. 

BACKGROUND 

In the area of business intelligence (BI), analytical queries 
of data repositories such as data Warehouses process large 
amounts of data. Therefore, depending on the nature of the 
query, associated runtimes for processing such queries may 
range from a feW seconds to several hours. In order to 
facilitate informed decisions regarding queries, estimates of 
expected resource consumption (usually expressed as runt 
ime) associated With the query may be provided prior to 
initiation 

In some database management systems, query optimiZers 
may be utiliZed to calculate/estimate runtime using a cost 
model as Well as statistical information pertaining to the 
queried data. For each proposed query, multiple execution 
plans, each having an associated cost estimation, are calcu 
lated. The query optimiZer then chooses the cheapest execu 
tion plan according to the estimated costs. 

Conventional query optimiZers do not alWays provide 
precise runtime estimates as the underlying cost models are 
often oversimpli?ed. Some optimiZers utiliZe assumptions 
(e.g., uniform distribution of values, default statistics for 
certain tables) for Which no statistical information has been 
gathered. Other optimiZers focus solely on projected input/ 
output (I/O) costs, thereby neglecting CPU or communica 
tion costs. For purposes of choosing an optimal or semi 
optimal query execution plan, this latter arrangement may be 
acceptable as (a) non-I/O-related costs are likely to be 
roughly proportional to I/O costs and (b) costs are only 
considered in relation to each other (e.g., estimated costs for 
plan A are compared to estimated costs for plan B). HoW 
ever, in some cases, a more precise runtime estimate incor 
porating a Wider range of cost factors (eg I/O, CPU, 
communication) and not only one dominating factor is 
required. 

Most conventional query optimiZers generate runtime 
estimates using historic statistical information. Such 
assumptions do not alWays provide an accurate estimate of 
runtime Which can result in unexpected costs associated With 
processing a query. 

SUMMARY 

In one aspect, a method may abstract one or more 

parameters of a data repository query, associate the 
abstracted parameters With one or more statistical query 
records, and provide an estimate of query runtime (or other 
resource consumption indicator) based on the associated one 
or more statistical query records. 

The abstracted parameters may include columns (e.g., 
grouping columns), tables (e.g., a multiset of tables), info 
cubes (e.g., a multi-dimensional data structure), query ?l 
ters, or the like. If the parameters are query ?lters, the 
method may also comprise determining a most selective 
condition Within the query ?lter, and determining a selec 
tivity of the most selective condition. In addition, the 
associating may comprise identifying a statistical query 
record that includes a ?lter condition matching the deter 
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2 
mined most selective condition and a ?lter selectivity that 
falls Within a predetermined range of the determined selec 
tivity. 

In some variations, the method may include processing 
the query, calculating the runtime of the query, and gener 
ating a statistical query record for the query based on the 
calculated runtime. Such a generated statistical query record 
may be used to populate a library (Which may later be 
searchable for subsequent query estimations). 
The method may also provide that the estimating com 

prises providing one or more statistics based on the associ 
ated one or more statistical query records. A Wide variety of 
statistical measures may be used including average runtime, 
median runtime, minimum runtime, maximum runtime, and 
the like. Other techniques for ensuring accurate estimates 
may be employed such as discarding statistical query 
records having at least one of the longest and shortest 
runtimes so that the query runtime estimation is based on the 
remaining associated one or more statistical query records. 

The method may, in some variations, include estimating a 
number of query result records associated With the query 
based on the associated one or more statistical query records. 

Such query result records may be based on a number facts 
relevant to the query or they may be based on an expected 
result of the query. 

In another aspect, an apparatus may comprise an abstrac 
tion unit to abstract one or more parameters of a data 

repository query, an association unit to associate the 
abstracted parameters With one or more statistical query 

records, and an estimator to provide an estimate of query 
runtime based on the associated one or more statistical query 
records. 

The data repository may form part of the apparatus, the 
apparatus may receive results from an external module 
(Which in turn is coupled to the data repository) to process 
the query, and/or the apparatus may be coupled to an 
external data repository. In some variations, the apparatus 
may also include a processor to process the query, a calcu 
lation unit to calculate the runtime of the query, and a record 
generator to generate a statistical query record for the query 
based on the calculated runtime. A display unit may also be 
coupled to the apparatus to convey generated runtime esti 
mates to a user. Moreover, in some variations, the apparatus 
may include a database storing a plurality of statistical query 
records including the statistical query record generated by 
the record generator. 

In another aspect, a method for estimating a number of 
query result records associated With a query of a data 
repository may comprise abstracting one or more parameters 
of the query, associating the abstracted parameters With one 
or more statistical query records, and estimating the number 
of query result records based on the associated one or more 
statistical query records. 

In yet another aspect, a method for abstracting parameters 
from a data repository query comprises identifying one or 
more grouping columns, identifying one or more tables, and 
identifying one or more ?lters. In some variations, the ?lters 
may be modi?ed and/or simpli?ed to more generally cat 
egoriZe the ?lters. 
Computer program products, Which may be embodied on 

computer readable-material, are also described. Such com 
puter program products may include executable instructions 
that cause a computer system to conduct one or more of the 
method acts described herein. 
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Similarly, computer systems are also described that may Historical runtime statistics from conventional database 
include a processor and a memory coupled to the processor. or database-related systems that gather runtime statistics 
The memory may encode one or more programs that cause (i.e., information on actual query runtimes) may be utiliZed 
the processor to perform one or more of the method acts to estimate future runtimes. However, as it is rare that tWo 
described herein. 5 queries have been run in the same manner, literal query 

The subject matter described herein provides many representations typically cannot be used (eg an SQL query 
advantages including providing more accurate estimates of Statement represented as a Character String) to ?nd matching 
resource consumption and ruhtimes associated with queries~ historical runtimes. As a result, essential query characteris 

The details of one or more variations of the subject matter ties may he extraeted in Order to Categorize queries and 
described herein are set forth in the accompanying draWings to determine histerie ruhthhes for that Same Category 
and the description beloW. Other features and advantages of Table 1 below Shows Part of a Sample Statistieal query 
the subject matter described herein Will be apparent from the reeerd of a Single query (Whieh may he a Single query SteP 
description and draWings, and from the claims. forming a business ihtelhgehee System query)~ Table 1 

includes the folloWing ?elds: 
STATUID: a unique identi?er to denote the query. 
INFOCUBE: reporting object (e.g., self-contained 

dataset) on Which the query is run. For example, a set 
of relational tables that are organiZed in a star schema, 
and/or transaction data managed outside of a data 

20 Warehouse. 

QDBSEL: number of records relevant for the query (i.e., 
the number of facts that are identi?ed via the ?lter 
conditions of the query). 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a process How diagram illustrating a method for 
estimating a runtime of a query of a data repository; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic of an apparatus to estimate a runtime 
of a query of a data repository; 

FIG. 3 is a ?rst process How diagram useful for under 
standing and implementing the subject matter described 

herein; and_ _ QDBTRANS: number of records relevant for the query 
FIG 4 _15 a seeehft preeesshew dlagraht useful for 25 (i.e., the number of facts that are identi?ed via the ?lter 

understanding and implementing the subject matter Conditions of the query) 
desehhed here1h~ QTIMEDB: the runtime of the query. 

Like reference symbols in the various draWings indicate STARTTIME; the timestamp for the moment When the 
like elements. query Was issued. 

TABLE 1 

STATUID INFOCUBE QDBSEL QDBTRANS QTIMEDB STARTTIME 

3UYM5HM6 . . . BWfTXfOl 2364 rows 19 records 0.101563 sec 2004-09-01 08:30:44 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION The statistical query record for the query 
40 “3UYM5HM6 . . . ” in Table 1 may be used to determine the 

FIG. 1 illustrates a computer-implemented method 100, runtime of a query X so long as query X has the same query 
that at step 110, abstracts one or more parameters of a data abstraction as query “3UYM5HM6 _ _ _ ”_ In some variations, 

repository (luery- These ahstraeted Parameters, at SteP 120, in addition or in the alternative to runtime (QTIMEDB in the 
are associated With one or more statistical query records. 45 example)’ Statistical query records may also provide predic_ 

Based on these associated, one or more Statistical query tions or estimates based values (e.g., query result records) 
records, at step 130, an estimate of query runt1me (or other h b f DBSEL b f 
resource consumption indicator) may be provided (eg a Sue as Hum er 0 rows (6%" Q ) or n er 0 

’ records (e.g., QDBTRANS). message, signal, display, etc.). 
FIG 2 illustrates an apparatus 200 Comprising an abstrac_ 50 Table 2 beloW illustrates a sample query pattern/template 

tion unit 210, an association unit 220, and an estimator 230. that utilizes SQL-like Syntax, although it Will be appreciated 
The abstraction unit 210 abstracts one or more parameters of that the Snhjeet nlatter described herein may be useful in 
a data repository query. The association unit 220 associates connection With any query format. 
the abstracted parameters With one or more statistical query 
records. The estimator 230 provides an estimate of query 55 TABLE 2 
runtime based on the associated one or more statistical query 

records. In some variations, the apparatus may be coupled to SELECT <list of grouping columns>, <list of aggregation columns> 
or alternatively include a data repository 240 from Which FROM <list of tables> 
query results are generated. In addition or in the alternative, WHERE <join conditions> AND <?lterl> AND <?lter2> 
the apparatus may include or be coupled to a display 250 that 60 AND . . . AND <?lter n> 

includes a graphical user interface to convey the estimate to GROUP BY <list of grouping colurnns> 
a user. 

The folloWing provides useful information for under- _ _ 
standing and implementing the subject matter described Extraneous Clauses’ Such as a HAVING Clause’ Wlthm a 
herein as Well as optional variations of the above method 65 query (eg-s a SQL query), or other Clauses that might hot he 
and/Or apparatus that may be implemented singly or in suitable for categoriZation purposes may be disregarded. 
combination depending on the desired con?guration. Table 3 beloW illustrates a sample query: 
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TABLE 3 

SELECT Dl.qua1ter, dl.year, D2.countty, SUM (F.pro?t), 
AVG(F.revenue), COUNT(*) 
FROM F, D1, D2, D3 
WHERE F.kl = Dl.key AND F.k2 = D2.key AND F.k3 = D3.key 
AND Dl.year BETWEEN 2002 AND 2004 AND D3.productigroup 
IN (‘SOFTWARE’, ‘HARDWARE’) 
GROUP BY Dl.qua1ter, Dl.year, D2.countty 

Consequently, with the query of Table 3: 

<list of grouping columns> = Dl.qua1ter, Dl.yea.r, D2.country 
<list of tables> = F, D1, D2, D3 
<?lterl> = Dl.year BETWEEN 2002 AND 2004 

<?lter2> D3.productigroup IN (‘SOFTWARE’, ‘HARDWARE’) 

Some or all of these parameters may be used to formulate 
a query abstraction QA which comprises: 

a set of grouping columns (GC) found in <list of grouping 
columns> (in some variations, the order of the columns 
in <list of grouping columns> as well as the replicated 
columns may be ignored). 

a multiset of tables T in <list of tables> or an alternative 

representation such as an infocube (in some variations, 
the order of the tables is ignored with replicated tables 
remaining). 

a complete, simpli?ed or reduced list of ?lters 
Fl:<?lterl>, F2I<?lter2> (in some variations, a small 
number of fairly selective ?lters may be utiliZed such that 
non-selective or complex ?lters are discarded (e.g., the 
following ?lter (year:2004 OR colouF‘BLUE’ AND 
product_group:‘CAR’) might be simpli?ed to 
(year:2004))). 

In addition, each ?lter may be represented by a column 
co/(F) and the selectivity of the ?lter condition on that 
column se/(F): 

co/(F): in some variations, only simple ?lters (:?lters 
comprising a single column) or simpli?ed ?lters are 
considered for query abstraction. In the latter case, a 
dominating condition (i.e., the most selective condi 
tion) on a single column in a ?lter may be utiliZed. 

se/(F): selectivity may be represented in various ways: as 
the number of values in that condition (e.g., sel 
(“Dl.year BETWEEN 2002 AND 2004'):3) or that 
number in relation to all values in the system (e.g., the 
system holds data over 10 years (i.e., sel (“Dl.year 
BETWEEN 2002 AND 2004')0:3/10)) or that number in 
relation to all values in the particular scenario (e.g. 
table Dl holds 5 values in its column year (i.e., sel 
(“D1,year BETWEEN 2002 AND 2004”):3/5)). 

FIG. 3 illustrates a sample method 300 for selecting 
appropriate statistical records for use in generating an esti 
mated runtime of a query containing at least one query ?lter. 
At step 310, a most selective condition within the within the 
query ?lter is identi?ed or otherwise determined. Thereafter, 
at step 320, a selectivity of the most selective condition is 
determined. Statistical query records with ?lter conditions 
matching the most selective condition and also having a 
?lter selectivity within a predetermined range are identi?ed 
at step 330. Alternatively, either of the most selective 
condition or the ?lter selectivity may be used to initially 
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6 
In some variations, a query abstraction QA of a query X 

may comprise: 
the set GC of grouping columns in X 
the multiset T of tables or a representative multiset such 

as an infocube T 

a set of mZO pairs: [col(Fl), sel(Fl)], . . . 

sel(Fm)] 
Table 4 shows a sample query abstraction of the query of 

Table 3. 

, ICOKFIII), 

TABLE 4 

Once the query abstraction has been de?ned, it may be 
determined whether the query abstraction matches any 
abstracts of previously processed queries. Statistical records 
for the previously processed queries (each having an asso 
ciated query abstraction) may be identi?ed by searching a 
library or other data repository. For example, one may de?ne 
that query abstractions QAQQ and (WY) of queries X and 
Y are equivalent if all of the following conditions hold: 

1. GC of QAQQIGC of QA(Y) 
2. T of QA(X):T of QA(Y) 
3. For every pair [col(F), sel(F)] in QA(X) there is a pair 

[col(F'), sel(F')] in QA(Y) such that: 

sel(F)§Asel(F')§sel(F)+A. In some variations, the A 
value is chosen such that there is a balance between 
selecting a query Y with an equivalent query abstrac 
tion (A to be set higher) and obtaining a good 
estimate by ?nding a query Y that is very close/ 
similar to X (A to be set lower). The trade-off needs 
to be set according to the priorities of the speci?c 
system. 

Table 5 shows a query that has a query abstraction that is 
equivalent to the one of the query shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 5 

SELECT Dl.qua1ter, Dl.year, D2.country, COUNT(*) 
FROM F, D1, D2, D3 
WHERE F.kl = D1. key AND F.k2 = D2.key AND F.k3 = D3.key 

AND Dl.year IN (l998,200l,2003) AND D3.productigroup 
IN (‘SOFTWARE’, ‘HARDWARE’) 
GROUP BY Dl.qua1ter, Dl.year, D2.cou_ntty 

Once the query abstraction QAQQ for a certain query X 
is obtained, and statistical query records and/or runtimes are 
obtained for queries with query abstractions similar to that 
of QA(X) (e.g., by searching a library of previously pro 
cessed queries), a runtime may be estimated for query X. 
The runtime for query X may be determined in a variety of 
ways including aggregating the runtimes from matching 
query abstractions or by using other statistical measures. For 
example, one or more of the following statistical measures 
may be provided (whether singly or in combination): aver 
age, minimum and/or maximum of the N most recent 
runtimes may be calculated, average, minimum and/ or maxi 
mum of all runtimes may be calculated, one of the preceding 
two approaches after discarding best and the worst runtimes, 
and the like. 

In some variations, the statistical measures may be ?ltered 
prior to being provided a user or other component. For 
example, if there is only a small deviation in average historic 
runtimes, then only the average or median runtime may be 
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calculated. On the other hand, if there are large deviations, 
then additional statistical measures such as minimum and 
maximum may be calculated. 

In addition, in some variations, the actual runtime for 
query X may be monitored and subsequently compared 
against one or more of the provided statistical measures 

(e.g., average runtime). If the actual runtime does not 
signi?cantly deviate With the statistical measures, then the 
statistical query record for query X may be added to the 
library. HoWever, if the actual runtime deviates from the 
statistical measures, then either the statistical query record 
for query X may be not be added to the library and/or the one 
or more statistical query records Within the library (e. g., one 
or more of those statistical query records used to generate 
the statistical measures) may be discarded so that they are no 
longer used in subsequent estimates. This periodic deletion 
of statistical query records may be of particular use as more 
recent runtimes are typically more precise as system per 
formance changes over time. 

The process How diagram 400 of FIG. 4, illustrates a 
variation in Which the steps of FIG. 1 continue With further 
steps. After an estimate of query runtime based on statistical 
query records is provided at step 130, the query may be 
processed, at step 410, if the estimated runtime is acceptable. 
A user may determine Whether the estimated runtime is 
acceptable or a computing device (local or a netWork node) 
may obtain the estimate and determine Whether to process 
the query. For example, the computing device may auto 
matically process all queries that have a runtime beloW a 
certain threshold. Queries having estimated runtimes greater 
than the threshold, may, for example, be delayed for load 
balancing purposes and/or be presented to a user for 
approval. 

After the query is processed, at step 420, the actual 
runtime of the query may be calculated. Based on this 
runtime, at step 430, a statistical query record may be 
generated. Optionally, this statistical query record may, at 
step 440, be used to populate a library. Once stored in the 
library, the statistical query record may be searched or 
otherWise accessed in order to provide runtime estimates for 
subsequent, identical or similar, queries. 

Various implementations of the subject matter described 
herein may be realiZed in digital electronic circuitry, inte 
grated circuitry, specially designed ASlCs (application spe 
ci?c integrated circuits), computer hardWare, ?rmware, soft 
Ware, and/or combinations thereof. These various 
implementations may include implementation in one or 
more computer programs that are executable and/or inter 
pretable on a programmable system including at least one 
programmable processor, Which may be special or general 
purpose, coupled to receive data and instructions from, and 
to transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at least 
one input device, and at least one output device. 

These computer programs (also knoWn as programs, 
softWare, softWare applications or code) include machine 
instructions for a programmable processor, and may be 
implemented in a high-level procedural and/or object-ori 
ented programming language, and/or in assembly/machine 
language. As used herein, the term “machine-readable 
medium” refers to any computer program product, apparatus 
and/or device (e.g., magnetic discs, optical disks, memory, 
Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to provide 
machine instructions and/or data to a programmable proces 
sor, including a machine-readable medium that receives 
machine instructions as a machine-readable signal. The term 
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8 
“machine-readable signal” refers to any signal used to 
provide machine instructions and/or data to a programmable 
processor. 

To provide for interaction With a user, the subject matter 
described herein may be implemented on a computer having 
a display device (e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD 
(liquid crystal display) monitor) for displaying information 
to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device (e.g., a 
mouse or a trackball) by Which the user may provide input 
to the computer. Other kinds of devices may be used to 
provide for interaction With a user as Well; for example, 
feedback provided to the user may be any form of sensory 
feedback (e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile 
feedback); and input from the user may be received in any 
form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. 
The subject matter described herein may be implemented 

in a computing system that includes a back-end component 
(e.g., as a data server), or that includes a middleWare 
component (e.g., an application server), or that includes a 
front-end component (e.g., a client computer having a 
graphical user interface or a Web broWser through Which a 
user may interact With an implementation of the subject 
matter described herein), or any combination of such back 
end, middleWare, or front-end components. The components 
of the system may be interconnected by any form or medium 
of digital data communication (e.g., a communication net 
Work). Examples of communication netWorks include a 
local area netWork (“LAN”), a Wide area netWork (“WAN”), 
and the lntemet. 
The computing system may include clients and servers. A 

client and server are generally remote from each other and 
typically interact through a communication network. The 
relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer 
programs running on the respective computers and having a 
client-server relationship to each other. 

Although a feW variations have been described in detail 
above, other modi?cations are possible. For example, the 
logic ?oW depicted in the accompanying ?gures and 
described herein do not require the particular order shoWn, 
or sequential order, to achieve desirable results. Other 
embodiments may be Within the scope of the folloWing 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
abstracting one or more parameters of a data repository 

query by extracting at least a grouping column, a table, 
and a query ?lter to form a query abstraction, Wherein 
the one or more parameters include the query ?lter, 
Wherein abstracting determines a most selective con 
dition Within the query ?lter and determines a selec 
tivity of the most selective condition; 

associating the abstracted parameters With one or more 
statistical query records, Wherein associating further 
comprises identifying a statistical query record that 
includes the query ?lter condition matching the deter 
mined most selective condition and the query ?lter 
selectivity that falls Within a predetermined range of the 
determined selectivity; and 

providing, to a user interface for presentation, an estimate 
of query runtime for the query abstraction, the estimate 
determined based on the associated one or more sta 

tistical query records. 
2. A method as in claim 1, Wherein the providing further 

comprises sending to a user interface a message including 
the estimate. 

3. A method as in claim 1, further comprising displaying, 
at the user interface, the estimate to a user. 
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4. A method as in claim 1, wherein the one or more 
abstracted parameters comprise one or more of the folloW 
ing: 

set of grouping columns, a set of tables, infocubes, or 
query ?lters, the infocube comprising a multi-dimen 
sional data structure. 

5. A method as in claim 1, further comprising: 
processing the query; 
calculating the runtime of the query; and 
generating a statistical query record for the query based 

on the calculated runtime. 
6. A method as in claim 5, further comprising populating 

a library With the generated statistical query records. 
7. A method as in claim 1, Wherein the estimating further 

comprises: providing one or more statistics based on the 
associated one or more statistical query records. 

8. A method as in claim 7, Wherein the one or more 
statistics are chosen from the group comprising: average 
runtime, median runtime, minimum runtime, or maximum 
runtime. 

9. A method as in claim 1, Wherein the estimating further 
comprises: 

discarding statistical query records having at least one of 
the longest and shortest runtimes; 

Wherein the query runtime estimation is based on the 
remaining associated one or more statistical query 
records. 

10. Amethod as in claim 1, further comprising: estimating 
a number of query result records associated With the query 
based on the associated one or more statistical query records. 

11. Amethod as in claim 10, Wherein the number of query 
result records is based on a number of facts relevant to the 
query. 

12. Amethod as in claim 10, Wherein the number of query 
result records is based on an expected result of the query. 

13. A system comprising: 
a processor; and 
a memory, Wherein the processor and memory are con 

?gured to provide an apparatus comprising: 
an abstraction unit to abstract one or more parameters of 

a data repository query by extracting at least a grouping 
column, a table, and a query ?lter to form a query 
abstraction, Wherein the one or more parameters 
include the query ?lter, Wherein abstracting determines 
a most selective condition Within the query ?lter and 
determines a selectivity of the most selective condition; 

an association, to a user interface for presentation, unit to 
associate the abstracted parameters With one or more 
statistical query records, Wherein associating further 
comprises identifying a statistical query record that 
includes the query ?lter condition matching the deter 
mined most selective condition and the query ?lter 
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10 
selectivity that falls Within a predetermined range of the 
determined selectivity; and 

an estimator to provide an estimate of query runtime for 
the query abstraction, the estimate determined based on 
the associated one or more statistical query records. 

14. An apparatus as in claim 13, further comprising 
accessing the data repository. 

15. An apparatus as in claim 13, further comprising: 
a processor to process the query; 
a calculation unit to calculate the runtime of the query; 

and 
a record generator to generate a statistical query record for 

the query based on the calculated runtime. 
16. An apparatus as in claim 15, further comprising a 

database storing a plurality of statistical query records 
including the statistical query record generated by the record 
generator. 

17. An apparatus as in claim 13, Wherein the one or more 
parameters include a query ?lter and further comprising: 

a determination unit to determine a most selective con 

dition Within the query ?lter and to determine a selec 
tivity of the most selective condition; and 

an identi?cation unit to identify a statistical query record 
that includes a ?lter condition matching the determined 
most selective condition and a ?lter selectivity that falls 
Within a predetermined range of the determined selec 
tivity. 

18. A computer program product, embodied on computer 
readable-material, the computer program product including 
executable instructions for estimating a runtime of a query 
of a data repository that cause a computer system to provide 
a method comprising: 

abstracting one or more parameters of the query by 
extracting at least a grouping column, a table, and a 
query ?lter to form a query abstraction, Wherein the one 
or more parameters include the query ?lter, Wherein 
abstracting determines a most selective condition 
Within the query ?lter and determines a selectivity of 
the most selective condition; 

associating the abstracted parameters With one or more 
statistical query records, Wherein associating further 
comprises identifying a statistical query record that 
includes the query ?lter condition matching the deter 
mined most selective condition and the query ?lter 
selectivity that falls Within a predetermined range of the 
determined selectivity; and 

estimating the query runtime for the query abstraction, the 
estimate determined based on the associated one or 
more statistical query records. 


